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Goal: Stochastic Modeling of (Inertial) Sensors
Inertial sensors have been employed in different types of applications in miniature embedded devices such as phones,
watches, and small unmanned aerial vehicles. The stochastic structure of the error signal coming from these sensors is
complex and needs to be determined for optimal fusion with other devices (e.g. GPS). The recently-proposed approach,
Generalized Method of Wavelet Moments (GMWM) using the wavelet variance (WV), overcomes these limitations. The
presented software platform can be used for stochastic calibration (i.e. parameter determination) of IMUs or other types of
sensors. The software is Open Source and is developed within the broadly used statistical framework R using C++ language.
What is behind GMWM?
GMWM finds a solution to the minimization problem, by looking
for the proper parameters that match the ‘empirical WV’ and the
‘model-implied WV’. Possible processes are: Quantization Noise
(QN), White Noise (WN), Gauss Markov (GM), Random Walk (RW) and
Drift (DR).
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Application
Each sensor has its own noise characteristics.
High grade IMUs (blue) have a precise and
easy model, whereas low-cost IMUs (orange)
show a more complicated error structure.
Precise knowledge of IMU sensor stochastics
improves the navigation solution. The GMWM
can provide these parameters.
Modeling with WN, RW and 2xGM.
Good, can I push it further?
Calibration example
Calculation of the empirical WV from several hours                         
of static IMU data.
Modeling with WN and RW.
Empirical WV: blue dots. Model-
implied WV: orange circles.
But it does not fit quit well.  
Modeling with WN, RW and 1xGM.
Better, but can be improved.
Modeling a WN, RW, 2xGM and DR.
Good match.
Conclusion
• Statistically rigorous approach
• Models signals of complex spectral structure
• Computationally efficient algorithm
• Many types of different stochastic processes
• Manual or automatic model selection
• Increased navigation accuracy
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Parameter Estimate Lower CI Higher CI
WN: var 6.566e-05 6.476e-05 6.657e-05
GM1: beta 1.477e+02 1.477e+02 1.477e+02
GM1: var 4.814e-05 4.727e-05 4.896e-05
GM2: … … … …
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